ABSTRACT The edge intelligent computing technology can reduce the delay and energy consumption of deep learning model reasoning through the collaborative terminal acquisition equipment and edge server. We apply the neural network to the edge computing and build a data augmentation computing model based on the sparse data volume. Then, we get an intelligent generative image after the network training to achieve the effect of enhancement computing. In this paper, we choose a relatively small number of national elements and the generative adversarial network (GAN) as the experimental data calculation set and network model. First, we normalize the preprocessing of the collected data to form the initial sample data set. Second, the model extracts the feature vector by input image to the convolution neural network (CNN) layer. After that, we use a random noise vector z which follows a Gaussian distribution as the initial input of the conditional generative adversarial network (CGAN). The feature vector extracted from the image is taken as a label and a condition constraint of the CGAN to train the parameters of the CGAN. Finally, the trained CGAN model is used to complete the data augmentation computing. A total of 350 samples were collected, and 97 sample images were actually applied for data augmentation. The enhanced data set of this model is as many as 1,700 samples, and it is found that the generated image is of good quality by using this data set for the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) detection, which is of innovative value in the standard of real samples.
Therefore, for a small number of image knowledge generation and intelligent processing links, we apply the neural network to the edge computing, so as to build a data augmentation computing model based on a small number of national element images. It is a way to help complete the training results of the deep learning model.
China is rich in national elements. Under the background of vigorous development of art design, combining national elements and art design closely can promote the good development of art design. The research on collection, processing and application of national elements is also an important part in the field of computer research. However, due to the difficulty in collecting original data elements, sufficient data samples cannot be provided to designers. The application of national cultural elements by researchers is still limited to a few samples and features. In addition, the formal application of national elements in art design is prominent, which is not combined with the actual needs. This situation makes the idea expressed by artistic design unclear, lack of innovation, low practical value, and not conducive to the development of national elements.
By making use of machine learning, big data analysis and other advanced information processing methods, breaking through the traditional digital protection methods of national culture, and effectively solving the key problems in the digital construction of national elements, such as the scarcity of samples and the realization of innovative value, it has gradually become the research focus and exploration direction of many experts and scholars.
As for data augmentation, they can be summarized as three technical means, including the traditional method without changing the image distribution, the model-based data synthesis method and the intelligent enhancement method based on deep learning. The processing method of data augmentation by deep learning is to learn image features and generate images through neural networks. The image generated by this method cannot control the quality and features of the image generation due to the unclear overall features of the original image, unstable neural network training and unpredictable internal network. As far as I know, the data augmentation of images with low resolution and single features is not optimistic.
In order to solve the problem of image data augmentation of national elements with low resolution and single features. In this paper, the Tie-dye images of minorities are used as data sets and the GAN is used for data augmentation. In the following part, we summarize the main work of this paper by investigating the current research status of national elements and relevant research results. Firstly, we elaborate the specific principle of image generation from the perspective of GAN model, and prove the feasibility of GAN in the problem of Tie-dye image data augmentation. After that, we use the condition with Tie-dye image feature rules to join CGAN to constrain model, and conduct the experiment of data augmentation method after the constraint conditions are formed. Finally, we designed the experiment of detecting image quality to confirm our image innovation and augmentation effect.
II. RELATED WORK
At present, for the intelligent application of edge computing, the methods to realize deep neural network model inference are all loaded into the cloud data center or edge server [2] , [5] - [7] . Both of these methods may have poor performance, which is difficult to meet the needs of real-time intelligent applications. Edge computing has great advantages in the process of multi-component deployment, and its probabilistic model-based verification and modeling is convenient and reliable [8] , [9] . If a regular neural network can be built on the edge server, the full connectivity of the network layer can be used to achieve faster performance. There have been many examples of combining edge computing with neural networks, such as the performance of edge serverbased execution in different bandwidth environments using the classical convolutional neural network-AlexNet [10] . It is not difficult to find that the server-based deep learning model has achieved good results. This also proves that it is feasible to build the neural network model on the edge computing server.
The diversification of national cultural elements provides great convenience for the application of artistic design, which also plays an important role in the development of artistic design and becomes an important part of modern art [11] . Foreign countries attach great importance to the national elements of China, but western artistic creation concepts are more reflected in the works, which lack native and national characteristics [12] . Domestic art design pays more attention to the integration of national elements, and gradually matures in the development of national elements. The application of national elements in many art designs is quite successful. For example, the auspicious cloud torch of the 2008 Olympic Games and the gold inlaid jade are all organically integrated with Chinese national elements, thus adding brilliance to artistic design [13] . In this process, full attention should be paid to the connotation of national elements and the combination of form and artistic design.
With the social progress and economic development, national cultural elements have been continuously diluted or even disappeared under the impact of modern culture. How to enrich and protect the elements and other cultural resources in national regional culture and how to inherit, design and apply the remaining national elements into modern design are the key problems to be solved urgently.For the application of national elements,the augmentation of data quantity and innovation in future are of great importance.
At present, the basic traditional methods commonly used include image clipping, flipping, scaling, translation, scale transformation, contrast transformation, noise disturbance, color change and other data augmentation methods [14] . These methods are all based on the original image data to carry out various transformations. But any data set samples are not evenly distributed. After the traditional data enhancement method, the data set distribution does not change, and the trained model has a relatively low experimental accuracy rate for feature recognition with sparse distribution. In 2018, Bjerrum [15] generated new samples by using affine transformation, and mixed the samples and new samples into the neural network as the training set. After the training, the error of classification results of the model was controlled below 0.35%. Since affine transform is a global image transform, it cannot be realized in focusing on the diversity of local regions. The model-based data synthesis method is to draft the model distribution, create the corresponding model through technologies such as 3D modeling, and then collect the model's all-around image information. Data synthesis method is to use existing samples to generate more samples. This kind of method has many successful cases in small data scenarios, such as medical image analysis. Drawing on the idea of compositing training data, Kittler et al. [16] proposed a 3d deformable face model (3DMM) in 2016 to achieve multi-pose image enhancement.
After that, Sapp et al. [17] created the corresponding 3D model through 3D modeling technology in 2018, and then collected all-round image information of the 3D model, which was then added to the data set for training. If the image of the data set has high pixels, they use Google open 3D reconstruction, Autodesk 123D Catch, smart3D and other technical software to generate the model directly through the multi-dimensional images of the target in the data set. With the model in place, they used 3Ds Max 2018's animated rendering [18] , selecting the output JPG image to synthesize the new data set. Compared with traditional methods, data augmentation based on data synthesis has a little advantage. Because the synthesis of data through models can rapidly produce a large number of data and the production of models can be controlled to ensure the uniform distribution of data [19] . However, if the data set pixels are low, the modeling method is not enough to generate high-precision models, and the modeling process is difficult to be responsible for, so the data production relies on human control and consumes a lot of time and energy.
In the field of deep learning image vision, a basic assumption of many algorithms is that the data distribution is uniform. When we apply these algorithms directly to the actual data, the ideal effect cannot be achieved in most cases. The data distribution is not uniform and the amount of data is small, which often causes problems such as overfitting of deep learning experiments. To solve this problem, some scholars have proposed sampling and weighting methods in text processing and other non-image data processing fields. But these two methods are difficult to operate in deep learning visual recognition, classification and other operations.
In 2014, Goodfellow proposed the concept of generative adversarial network [20] .On the basis of the GAN, Radford [21] combined the CNN with the GAN to complete the deep convolutional generative adversarial network(DCGAN), which improved the generation ability of the model and the network structure and training coordination of the GAN. In 2017, Antoniou et al. [22] proposed an integrated gaussian model and GAN for data augmentation. This method has achieved certain results. Frid-Adar et al. [23] use this method for classification,and the effect has been significantly improved.
According to the above investigation and research, it can be seen that GAN provides a new method for the current image data augmentation technology, which relies on the real image data set to generate images similar to the artificial images, especially in the image details. GAN can solve the problem of uneven data distribution. At the same time, compared with 3D modeling, the model of GAN building is easier and simpler, and it does not require a lot of manpower and material resources. However, the original model only randomly generated noise as the input of the generative model, so the image data augmentation training using the GAN requires specific structural and element feature constraint rules as conditions. In order to ensure the data augmentation integrity, we first extract image features and use them as constraint conditions to construct a network model with CGAN. Aiming at the existing Tie-dye data set, the network model is generated by combining low-resolution image's feature and random noise, and then we detect the quality of the generated image. In the experimental data and services, we deploy and share data augmentation services and computing models through edge servers.
III. METHOD A. NATIONAL ELEMENTS TIE-DYE IMAGE DATA FEATURE
The preliminary work of this study has preliminarily acquired the Tie-dye images, and the sample data set is shown in figure 1 . Using these data sets, we will attempt to improve the initial model of CGAN. For the Tie-dye image of national elements, it has certain image rules and characteristics. Tie-dye images are mainly indigo, and its ever-changing patterns are mainly composed of geometric patterns, wave points, stripes and flower textures. Hand-made Tie-dye patterns that have been handed down emphasize the symmetry and balance of lines and contours [24] . Tie-dye patterns have distinctive features and their shapes are taken from objects and patterns encountered in daily life. With these comprehensive and decorative structure of the characteristics of the pattern, its texture and pattern in both the process and in the art value have extraordinary influence. This construction method also fully reflects the excellent halo, wrinkle characteristics [25] .
The Tie-dye images used in this paper are all processed regularization images. The image data set we used, whether geometric, wave point, stripe, or flower texture, was centered symmetrically.
B. SHALLOW CONVOLUTION LAYER IS USED TO EXTRACT IMAGE TEXTURE FEATURES
As a kind of deep learning model, CNN can automatically learn from data and extract features. Its generalization ability is significantly better than traditional methods, and it has been successfully applied in the fields of pattern classification, object detection and object recognition [14] , [26] , [27] . CNN is a partially connected network, not a fully connected network. In a fully connected network, if all nodes of the input layer are connected to all nodes of the hidden layer, the learning parameters will become very large and the training time will be very long. In a partially connected network, nodes in the hidden layer only connect to nodes in the input layer. The natural images adopted are stable, and the statistical features of some images are similar to those of other parts, so some of the features we learned are also applicable to other parts. Moreover, for a convolution kernel, it can extract the features of an image by convolving it with a given image. It is more convenient and reliable to extract and represent the shallow features of Tie-dye images by using the principle of CNN for us. The operation of extracting image features is to refer to LECUN's model [14] , [28] . The two major parts of the model are two operators, one is the convolution layer, the other is the pooling layer.
The calculation method of the convolutional layer can be set as follows:
In this formula, W represents the convolution core, iM represents the input image matrix, σ represents the activation function, and b represents the bias value.In this paper, considering that features can be extracted in the shallow convolution layer, the activation function is selected as ReLU. Considering the training time of GAN, the ReLU function is faster than Sigmoid [29] . Using ReLU function to activate each convolution layer, the discriminant formula is simple, x represents the input image matrix as follows:
In addition, we consider that there is no need to classify the desired features. After the image gets the features through the convolution layer, if all the extracted features are used for training, the calculation amount will increase and overfitting is likely to occur. In this experiment, we use maximum pooling which adopts the feature maximum value method of image region to solve the problem of excessive calculation [30] . According to the paper [31] , the features of the CNN in the shallow layer can be used as the feature vector of GAN experiment. In addition, we want to visualize the features, so the structure needs to set a deconvolution layer at each convolution layer. The deconvolution layer can be seen as the inverse process of the convolutional network [32] , which does not have the ability to learn and is only used to visualize a trained CNN model. In the process of deconvolution, the image will be unpooling. Unpooling is equivalent to up-sampling the image in the pooling process, and is the reverse operation in the pooling process. In this way, the final feature image can be consistent with the pixel value of the network layer to be trained later. Therefore, the deconvolution process is just the filter transposed by the convolution process without learning and training. The deconvolution visualization takes the feature graphs obtained at each layer as input, and the obtained deconvolution results are used to verify and display the extracted feature graphs at each layer. The extraction process is shown in figure2.
As shown in the figure, the process of extracting image features can be divided into:Input image → Convolution layers → Max pooling → Feature maps → Fully-connected layers → Unpooling → Deconvolution → Visual image features.
In the first stage of the experiment, we will train the CNN. In the convolutional layer, each neuron of the Feature Map is connected to the previous layer convolution kenerl. The local features are extracted through convolution operation. When extracting the features, neurons of the same Feature Map share a set of weights. Different Feature Map weights are different to extract different features. In the process of training, the network constantly adjusts the weight parameters, so that the feature extraction is carried out in the direction conducive to feature visualization.
C. NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AS A CONSTRAINT RULE OF CGAN
Learning optimization process of GAN is a minimax game problem. This game process is to find a balance point between the two networks, if the balance point can be reached, we say that the neural network at this time to reach the optimal. Although in general, there is no special absolute optimal state, but in the process of confrontation, we can see that the change of network state gradually towards the direction of optimization itself. GAN is composed of two networks, including generative (G) network and adversarial (D) network.
When D cannot determine whether the data comes from G or the real sample set, G reaches the optimal state. A large number of practices have proved that GAN can be used to solve the problem of too few samples in the training set. For example, Gurumurthy et al. [33] used the improved GAN to enhance the small data set to improve the classification accuracy of trainers. Pan et al. [34] proposed multiple GAN derivative models to enhance the data set. Therefore, the focus of this work is how to improve the existing GAN network model to meet our experimental requirements.
In GAN, we have two kinds of input: real data set and random noise. In order to learn the distribution P data of the real image x, we present a random input noise z. The distribution of z is expressed as P Noise (z). The process of mapping such a data space to P data is called G(z; θ g ), where θ g represents a multilayer perceptron from the generative model G. At the same time, a second multilayer perceptron D(x; θ d ) is defined that judges the extracted data from the samples of the two input images, and each outputs a scalar probability value between 0 and 1 representing the authenticity expression of the image from different image generative models. Considering that the input is a natural image, the generative model and the adversarial model are also trained by CNN. The adjustment direction of the generative model is such that the probability of the generative image passing through the discriminative model is inclined to 1. The parameter adjustment direction of the discriminative model is such that the probability of image judgment from the generative model is inclined to 0. If we continue to train the generative model, the log(1 − D(G(z))) can be minimized, and the log(D (G(z)) ) of the discriminative model can be maximized. Thus, the generative and discriminative models converge to the same point. The formula of the GAN is as follows.
The structure diagram the network is shown in figure 3 . The generator simulates the data distribution of the real image under random input noise. In figure 3 , we can see that the generative model continuously adjusts its restructuring ability for the sample based on the results of the discriminative model.
At the beginning of training the GAN, the generative model may be more close to the global optimal solution P g = P data , and its model can be proved to converge to the same point. In this case, the ability to generative models gradually close to the real images, and simulate the real image distribution to achieve D * (x) = P data (x)/(P data (x) + P g (x)). When P g (x) = P data (x), the discriminator unable to distinguish. At this point, the model as a whole reaches the optimal value, and the extreme value is D(x) = 1 2 [35] . Traditional GAN model is inefficient, uncontrolled and unstable. In order to solve the above problems, Mirza and Osindero [36] proposed the CGAN model, whose structure is shown in figure 4 .
By adding the same condition y (for example, data label) to generator and discriminator, the GAN model can generate multi-class data. Compared with traditional GAN, CGAN model only modifies the former's total loss function. The new total loss function is shown in equation:
VOLUME 7, 2019 Therefore, for the existing Tie-dye data image information and extracted feature vectors, in order to make the image elements generated more consistent with Tie-dye image features, we adopted CGAN with constraint conditions as the experimental model. CGAN is an extension of the original GAN. Conditional variable y is used in both the generative model and the adversarial model. Adding conditions to the model with additional information y can guide the data generation process. These conditional variables y can be based on a variety of information. In this paper, the extracted image feature vectors are used. The specific CGAN structure is shown in the figure 5.
Based on this, the feature vectors extracted from the CNN are integrated into the constraints of the CGAN model, then a new CGAN data augmentation framework is proposed. The input of features is 128*128, and the input of the first layer in GAN is 128*128. Therefore, this framework is feasible in theory.
D. MODEL TRAINING AND ALGORITHM ITERATION PROCESS
In order to limit the generated images of the adversarial network, the generated images are generated on the basis of the extracted national feature rules. In the generative model, the input information used in this paper is random noise z and image feature vector information y. We make use of the antagonistic influence of CGAN to generate images that are close to the real data in the process of iteration after iteration of the generative model. The relevant iterative process of the algorithm is shown in Table 1 .
We used stochastic gradient descent as the optimization algorithm to generative the model and the adversarial model. Stochastic gradient descent algorithm calculates the minimum loss function for each sample, so that the overall direction is toward the global optimal solution. In the process of iteration, although the loss function obtained in each iteration is not in the global optimal direction, the final result obtained in this way is usually near the global optimal solution. 
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. CONSTRUCT THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA SET 1) ORIGINAL IMAGE ACQUISITION OF TIE-DYE ELEMENTS
In this paper, the Tie-dye ethnic element data is used as the training data set, which is mainly from the elements platform and national element collection project, and thousands of pictures are scanned. Including the bai, miao Tie-dye process dyeing map, bundling finished product map. These images have different methods of making, different undertones, and a variety of patterns and graphics. Due to the limitations of the scanner and the shooting machine in the collection process, the picture quality is somewhat damaged. After a long period of exposure to the sun, the quality of Tie-dye images is poor. After unified arrangement, 350 pieces of data can be used. Some examples of Tie-dye images are shown in figure 6. We can see that the original images are of different sizes, and some of them are seriously affected by the noise caused by the scanning.
2) TIE-DYE IMAGE DATA PREPROCESSING
In order to prevent the loss of image texture edge information in the convolution process, the original image slice was placed in the center of the whole image in this paper to preserve the Tie-dye texture feature and color feature of the image perfectly, and some unusable data would be discarded. The image size is then normalized to 128 * 128 pixels. The Tie-dye data image after regularization processing is shown in the figure7. Such images are the real data sets we need to train. A total of 97 data sets were used.
B. IMAGE FEATURE EXTRACTION AND VISUALIZATION EXPERIMENTS
In the image interception work, we use the image in the construction data set section, and capture the 128 * 128 area of each RGB image as the central area, because the input image is 128 * 128, which directly avoids the edge cutting. In this model, there are three layers, including input, convolution and output. Figure 8 lists the results of feature extraction of different convolution kernels. Obviously, the feature extraction effect is good when the convolution kernel is 5 * 5.And the left 3 * 3 convolution kernel in the figure shows fuzzy results that the local feature extraction effect is poor. Therefore, for the experimental stage, we adopt 5 * 5 as the convolution kernel. In addition, considering the diversity of samples (such as different scenes, different weather, etc.), complex background, diverse shooting conditions, light changes, obstacles, etc., we use different iterations to observe the extraction effect of image features. As shown in the figure 9, iteration 50,100,200 times. As you can see, different iterations have different effects. Therefore, we choose the feature image of iteration 200 times as the constraint vector of the GAN.
C. THE DATA AUGMENTATION MODEL BASED ON CGAN IS ESTABLISHED
In this experiment, the model framework of TensorFlow is adopted in this paper, and NVIDIA GPU Titan X is used as the training algorithm for training GPU to run the GAN. In the generator, the network input layer is composed of two parts, one part from the extracted eigenvector, which is input to the input layer as additional information the other part is random noise. In the experiment, the noise dimension is set to 100. In the generator, the number of hidden layers of the neural network is 5, and one-dimensional noise is designed as input in the input layer which are composed in the way of full connection. Each layer is initialized with random numbers and has one Batch Normalization (BN) added each. In this way, the local response normalization can be removed. The output layer uses tanh function as the activation function and the hidden layer uses ReLU as the activation function.
The network structure of the adversarial model is similar to that of the generative model, but there is no need to add BN after each layer. The adversarial model uses 5 hidden layers, and the output layer is the mapping probability of 1024 channels. The weight and bias parameters were randomly generated. However, unlike the generator, the hidden layer was activated by LeakyReLU, and the last layer was Sigmoid. The input layer of adversarial model is composed of real image sample set and image feature vector.
Both the generative model and the adversarial model use the back-propagation algorithm to adjust the parameters. In this paper, the learning rate of the neural network is configured as 0.0002, the number of iterations is 1000 times, and the batch-size is 8.In the experiment, the convolution kernel is set to be 5*5. 
D. LOSS FUNCTION CHANGES AND DATA AUGMENTATION RESULTS
Against the main reference generative model to generate network loss function and loss function of adversarial model, generate loss function of the model tends to be the smallest transformation in the process of training. The formula of min G log(1 − D(G(z|y))) can see, the generative model to real images generated images are concentrated, loss function is toward the negative direction to make the generation gap between images and real images. Similarly, the direction of change of the discriminant model can be analyzed.
In the experiment, the change of the loss function in this paper is shown in the following trend chart, as shown in figure 10 and 11. The change of the generated model is gradually smaller, while the loss function of the adversarial model is gradually larger, which means that both have different degrees of improvement in the degree of simulation and discrimination of their existing data, which is beneficial to the whole model.
As can be seen from the variation diagram of loss function of the generative model in figure10, the generated image of the generative model was very unstable in the initial iteration process. After 2000 iterations, it began to decline and gradually became stable, and the overall stability was stable after 8000 iterations. From the analysis of iteration times in figure11, it can be seen that the change value of loss function of the adversarial model starts to rise from around 0.05. In the beginning, it rises rapidly. However, as can be seen from the above two figures, the training of GAN is extremely unstable, and the generator and discriminator will still drop or rise rapidly in the training process.
In the generated image, we use table form to show the generated effect. In the 1000th iteration, the image was blurry and the basic tone was flawed. Over the course of the 4000th iteration, contours and textures emerged. According to the model, it can be stabilized after 8000 iterations. We can see that after 8000 iterations, its personalized characteristics have been enhanced, which is similar to the real data set to a certain extent. Therefore, the generated images in this experiment were selected for 8,000 iterations. It can be seen that the images not only completed the similarity matching, but also presented the innovation of patterns and images on the existing basis.
However, if we enlarge an image of the generated image as shown in figure 15 , we can find that the overall generated image is similar to the original image in style and tone, but also has defects. Granulation of the image is more serious, and there is some noise.
V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS A. THE EXPERIMENT GENERATES IMAGE ANALYSIS
PSNR, or peak signal-to-noise ratio, is an objective evaluation method for image quality determination, and its score result is almost consistent with the human eye detection method. The formula of PSNR method is shown in formula. Higher values mean less distortion. Usually, after image compression, the output image will be different from the original image in some way.
As can be seen from the PSNR detection effect, the larger the number of iterations is, the better the image generation effect will be, which is consistent with the human eye observation effect. In addition, the PSNR value should be greater than 30dB, so that we can say that the image is above the benchmark. As you can see, only after more than 8,000 iterations can the benchmark be achieved.
B. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF CGAN MODEL
Although the training of the GAN is unstable, its completion rate and experimental results are good under the constraint of conditional eigenvectors. Compared with the original model, the specification of conditions and extraction of feature constraint rules are of certain significance for experiments with less data and simple structure. In addition, as can be seen from table 4, the images generated by the experiment gradually become clearer with the increase of the number of iterations. After 8,000 iterations, the images basically tend to be in a stable state, and the PSNR value is also high. It can be seen that the best effect is achieved when the convolution kernel of feature extraction is 5*5 and the iteration number of neural network is 8000. Therefore, the qualification of conditions can greatly affect the original model, and its ability to generate images is very objective. In addition, Tie-dye image patterns are random, no matter sewing or manual production will be due to technical techniques and other reasons density, texture details differ. This is precisely the complexity of Tie-dye images. The complexity and clarity of the original data affected the whole experiment. According to the development of national elements and the development of deep learning neural network, it must depend on data to achieve better results. Therefore, it is necessary to solve the problem of the complexity of Tie-dye images and the inconsistent degree of smudge in the future.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper mainly builds the data source and computing model on the edge server, which facilitates the interaction and sharing of the network model. On this basis, we establish a network model of data augmentation CGAN for Tie-dye data image is established, and optimized the network model of CGAN on the basis of the original model. Through the result analysis, this method accords with the application field of national element Tie-dye image, and has higher detection accuracy. And although we can determine generated image and original image there is a subtle difference, but on the image and generate styles are close to the original image, the image on the category and the original image is correct, and it can be done in the innovation on the basis of the original image data. This method not only increases the sample size of national elements, but also has great significance for the development and design of national elements. We will try to innovate models according to different data sources in later experiments and design on the basis of the original data resources by this method. In the future, we will continue to enhance rare data sets and apply this pattern of data augmentation computing combined with edge computing to more scenarios.
